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ABSTRACT

A classical model of fluctuating dipoles is proposed for the

evaluation of many-tody effects in the van der Waals force between neutral

polarizable particles. The method is applied to solid Xenon giving the

correct low temperature stable structure, unlike the usual two-body potential

result.
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It is known experimentally that the crystal structure of He, Ar, Kr

and Xe ia of the fee type. Moat properties of systems involving these atoms

can be well explained by assuming that they interact through a pair potential

of the Lenn&rd-Jones type or some variation of it [1-3]• However if we

calculate the total binding energy at aero temperature by using any reasonable

pair potential one finds that the hep structure ic favourable over the fee

structure, although by a very alight energy difference [h]. There have been

some attempts in the past to improve the calculation by Introducing many-body

interactions, but till now there is no successful and generally accepted model.

The three-body correction first introduced by Axilrod and Teller has the wrong

sign [5,61. Niebel and Venables have considered the effect of the overlap of

the excited orbitals of nearest neighbours [7]. Their calculation shows,

in a qualitative way, that this quantum many-body effect does favour the fee

structure. Accurate results are however lacking and it is not known whether

this effect is truly large enough to overcome the two-body potential energy

difference between both structures. It is likely that the effect of overlap

will be rather small since It is only in the second shell of atoms where the

fee and hep structures differ significantly. An alternate route in searching

for an explanation of this dilemma is a critical study of the long range

attractive van der Waals force which is responsible in holding the crystal

together. In particular, it is possible that many-body effects appearing as

collective Induction of correlations in the atomic polarization will have an

effect on the small energy difference between the two structuresunder study.

In this letter we introduce a simple classical model for calculating

many-body effects in the van der Waals interaction of an ensemble of atoms.

This force accounts for the long range attractive part holding the structure

together. The quantum nature of the interaction is incorporated by assuming

random fluctuations in the charge distribution within each atom. The model

when applied to crystalline Xe gives lower energy for the fee than the hep

structure, as is found in nature.

Consider first a pair of neutral pclariaable atoms separated "by a

distance R. We assume that at time t random fluctuations in the ground state

induce in them dipole moments p and p . For simplicity we take identical

atoms of dipole polarizability o and a separation R that is small enough

so that retardation effects are negligible. The induced dipole mooents will

produce fields at each atom that will act to modify their original polarization.

The net moments are then
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= P, + oE,

= Po

where E^ and E^ are the self-consistent fields produced by the net moments

at the positions of atoms 1 and 2, respectively. The interaction energy must

account for the induced polarization and also includes a term due to orientation

of the dipoles in the presence of a field. Assuming all directions of

spontaneous polarization to be equally likely one obtains after averaging

o2
(2)

where R Is the distance betveen the atoms centers. This result is well-

known [.8] nod has the form of the attractive term in the Lennard-Jones

potential,save for small corrections of order (a/R ) . The quantity / p V

is the average of the squared instantaneous polarization, which we take to

be a purely atomic property and the same for each atom. Although the

arguments leading to (2) are of classical nature the assumption that the

dipole moment p. follows a random distribution reconciles the classical

and quantum interpretations of this expression [9,10].

If we use a pair potential such as (2} when calculating the energy of

an ensemble of atoms we are obviously ignoring possible collective contributions.

The usual difficulties encountered in trying to include many-body interactions

are circumvented if a generalization of the above classical model is used.

We assume that quantum fluctuations give rise to an instantaneous random

distribution of atomic dipoles, modified to account self-consistently for the

polarizing field that Is generated by the environment at each atomic site.

Equations such as (1) must be written for each atom in the ensemble. The

polarizing fields are a superposition of the fields produced at the origin by

all atoms not Including the one under consideration. Our method consists in

assigning first to each atom a random value of dipole moment. This initial

distribution generates fields at each atomic site modifying the local moment.

The new moments modify the fields, which in turn induces additional polarization

at each site. Iteration of this mechanism leads to a. self-consistent solution,

in a manner similar to a calculation by Perez et al. on the effect of

polarization on the hydration shell of sodium [ll]. We define self-consistency

by the stability of the overall energy of the ensemble as iteration proceeds.

By this procedure a self-consistent polarization arising from a spontaneous

fluctuation is achieved. The proper correlations are then built up by repeating

the calculation for several initial random configurations. The average dipole

moment of each atom will then be zero but the .interaction energy of the ensemble

will not, giving in fact a modified version of Eq,(2) that Incorporates

many-body effects.

We applied the above method to calculate the energy of . solid Xe in

both the fee and hep structures. Xe was chosen due to its comparatively large

polarizibility and small zero point energy. Of the rare gas atoms it is the

most favourable to show a many-body effect arising from the correlation of

polarizations described above. Our calculation was done numerically by choosing

a finite sample of atoms forming an fee or an hep structure. For fee we

place 500 atoms in a cubic box of side 5/Ta,where a = U.05 ft i s the nearest

neighbour distance. Since we cannot fit the same number of atoms forming an

hep structure inside a cube we enclosed them in a parallelepiped of sides

5a,5 JS/J a aI1(i ^/3* a- As usual, periodic boundary conditions were imposed

at the borders of the box In order to extend the dimensions of our sample

to infinity. The atoms were allowed to interact up to a separation of Jb R ,

which causes every atom in the lattice to interact with the same number

of neighbours (86) in both structures. To check this computation scheme we

used a Lennard-Jones pair potential to calculate the binding energies and
-h

obtained a relative energy difference AE/E ~ 1 0 favouring the hep structure,

in agreement with previous calculations [!+]. The value a = 3.99 X was

used for the polarizability of Xe [3].

We started the calculation by generating a distribution of dipoles

random in both direction and magnitue. A maximum length p was assumed

but its actual value factors out and is of no importance if one is interested

in percentage energy changes only. Using the generalized version of (l)

the energy was then computed. The final distribution of dipole moments,

initial plus induced values, was obtained by iteration watching the energy

for convergence. Self consistency In this sense was obtained after very few

iterations, usually Just four. 200 different initial random configurations

were generated independently for both structures and allowed to evolve until

convergence in the energy was achieved. The results were then averaged and

we found for the energy per atom in the lattice

-k.hZ + 0.02

E = -14.38 + 0.02
hep —

-k-

(3)
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where both values are in units of p', x 10 esu. We note that (3) is only

the attractive part of the energy. The repulsive part is short range however,

wn<i we assume it to lie the same in both structures since nearest neighbours

are equally placed in them. We conclude therefore that the fee arranguent

has lovsr energy than the hep. This is a renarkable result that shows that

collective interactions of the van der Waals type suffice to explain the

low temperature st.ruoture of xenon. Using the experimental value for the

•binding energy v»» Imve estimated the percentage energy difference between

both structures as given by (3) to be of the order of 1% a value consistent

with experiment;!! estimates [1*]. Calculations similar to those done for

xenon could be performed for the lighter rare gas solids only that large

computing times are necessary in order toattain sufficient statistics due

to the smaller polarizability of these atoms , Our method is also suitable

for application to other systems such as complex molecules where small

differences in the long range dispersion forces may be important.
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